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Since 1961, Master Halco has grown

to become the largest manufacturer

and distributor of fencing materials

and Access Control Systems in the

world, servicing thousands of the best

installers across North America.

We offer a wide range of helpful services, from the engineering

expertise of our specifications department to complete Internet

resources, including in-depth product information, specifications,

expert fencing advice, and an online project estimator to plan,

price and bid your project.

For more information about Master Halco products and services,
call 1.888.MH.FENCE toll-free or visit us online.

Unsurpassed Partnerships
Master Halco Access Controls leverages relationships with

many of the most respected names in the industry. More than

suppliers, these organizations are integral to our role as a

comprehensive, single source for solutions and expertise.

We work with our partners to serve our customers through

ongoing product development and education. 

The Performance Collection
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Gate Operators 
Slide, swing, vertical, vertical 
pivot, barrier arm and
corrections, in all configurations.

Locking Systems 
Magnetic locks, corrections
locks, electronic strikes, shear
locks, lock controllers, power
supplies.

Site Control Systems
Stand alone, post mount,
telephone based, radio based, 
IP programmable, low power
consumption, portable, 
wireless, and broadband.

CCTV Systems 
Cameras, speed domes, DVR's,
cabling, scanners, power
supply and conditioning, signal 
handling, and more.

Passive Control Devices 
Inductive loops, asset tags, infrared
devices, motion, thermal and sonic
detection, biometric detection,
smart imaging, and more.

Active Control Devices
Keypads, card readers, radio
controls, biometrics (print, voice,
retina, facial), keyswitches,
pushbuttons, and more.

40 Years Of Leadership
Master Halco Access Controls combines unparalleled project

knowledge and wide-ranging expertise to serve as the industry's

turnkey supplier for the electronic and systems logic components

of perimeter security.

Master Halco's extensive product research and testing facilities

analyze the latest technologies to identify the most stable and

robust options. Regional technical resource centers nationwide

make our knowledge base easily accessible throughout the U.S.

and Canada. And 60 local distribution centers, plus over 8,000

contractor partners located across both countries, ensure timely

delivery of materials and expedite the search for qualified

contractors and sub-contractors for your project.

Years of design and integration experience allows Master Halco

Access Controls to develop effective, efficient solutions with a 

big-picture perspective. Our expertise encompasses sensors, 

controls and active components, as well as systems (both

resident and remote) that include: activation, identification,

deterrence, access control, door and gate operation, force

Expert Project Planning And Site Execution

We go to great lengths to ensure our customers can count on 

our installers and contractors for their knowledge and

professionalism. That’s why we provide you with programs that

include hands-on, in-field, classroom training and testing. We also

offer a formalized field-services curriculum. Add these important

services to a full complement of product clinics, as well as technical

training and testing—and you’ll see that Master Halco is

in concert with the industry's leading manufacturers.

You Can Count On Us For Training And Support

Longstanding Commitment
A longstanding commitment to the concept of total site control

enables Master Halco Access Controls to offer hundreds of

years of collective project expertise. And that makes a compelling

case for relying on the team whose knowledge is not only deep,

but broad enough to cover everything from systems and electronic

hardware to the materials and processes involved in all relevant

project materials. In fact, it's this wide-ranging background

that makes Master Halco not just a distributor, but also an

OEM supplier of some of the industry's most innovative products,

ranging from closed circuit television and digital video recording

to access control devices and virtual site control systems. 

Full Service Access Control Provider

protection, surveillance, asset control and tracking, time and

attendance, emergency access, emergency egress and virtual

automation. We serve commercial, governmental, industrial,

correctional and residential customers-providing solutions that

combine utility, value and stability with room to evolve 

for future needs.

Throughout our contractor-education programs, we stress

awareness and adherence to all federal, state and local safety and

building standards. Above all, you can be sure our commitment to

our installers and contractors will continue once installation is complete.

We actively support the products and services we provide by

maintaining sales, design, and technical support of a caliber 

you'll find nowhere else. 
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